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Abstract 

Fiber-Wireless (FiWi) access network provide high bandwidth and flexibility 

due to its hybrid architecture of passive optical network and wireless mesh 

network. For high speed access network any failure results in huge data loss, so 

survivability for such network is an inevitable issue. In this paper we propose a 

star topology based protection scheme, which aims to reduce blocking 

probability as compared to existing schemes. Simulation results are provided in 

support of proposed work. 

Keywords: Fiber-Wireless access Network (FiWi), Survivability, Master ONU 

(MONU), Star topology. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Fiber Wireless (FiWi) Access Network is a hybrid network of Wireless Mesh Network 

(WMN) at front end and Passive Optical Network (PON) at back end. Diverse concerns 

related to FiWi network are placement of ONUs, survivability, energy saving etc.[1-2]. 

Survivability deals with the failures of network and is the key focus of this paper. At 

back end of FiWi failures may be categorized into two levels, i.e. ONU level failure 

and OLT level failure. ONU level failure is associated with intra segment failure, in 

which neighboring ONUs carry traffic of faulty ONU. On the other hand, OLT level 

failure is associated with inter segment failure and affected traffic is handled by nearby 

segments. 
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In the literature various schemes are proposed to protect the network. Feng and Ruan 

proposes a protection scheme in [4] to enhance survivability against single OLT failure. 

This scheme designates backup ONUs which are connected through backup fibers. At 

the time of failure, the interrupted traffic is transferred to other available neighbour 

segments. With the objective of Maximum-Protection-Minimum-Cost (MPMC), an 

Integer Linear Programming (ILP) model is proposed to optimize backup fiber length. 

Considering the computational complexity of ILP model, a heuristic algorithm is 

proposed in [5] to solve the MPMC problem. A protection scheme is proposed in [6] to 

improve the works of [4-5] in terms of protection and restoration. This protection 

scheme attempts to cluster the segments by deploying backup fibers, such that traffic 

in failed segment can be transferred to any further available segments in similar cluster. 

An ILP model is proposed to optimize deployment of the backup fibers aiming to 

minimize the restoration delay with the constraint of full protection. Risk-and-Delay 

Aware Routing (RADAR) algorithm is proposed in [7] to protect FiWi against various 

failures such as wireless gateway failure, ONU/OLT failure. A fault-tolerant approach 

is proposed for joint wireless and optical survivability in multi-radio FiWi [8]. This 

approach includes two steps. In first step, a shortest backup wireless path is computed 

for each primary wireless link to tolerate the possible wireless link failures. In the 

second step, an ILP model is proposed to optimize the assignment of channels for each 

link in the primary and backup paths.  

In [9] author aim to develop a survivable Ring-Based Protection Algorithm (RBPA) by 

deploying backup fibers for OLT failure. This scheme provide two alternate protection 

paths to restore the affected traffic, which results in reduced restoration delay. But if 

simultaneously both protection paths of ring fails then that segment will be detached 

completely from the network, which results in huge data lose. So, to protect network in 

case of multiple failures with reduced blocking probability, author proposed mesh 

architecture based protection scheme [10] and partial mesh architecture based Multi-

Way Protection scheme [11]. However these schemes suffer from increased back-up 

fiber length for large sized network consisting of multiple segments. Therefore we 

propose star topology based protection scheme, which is not only optimizing back up 

fiber length but also reducing blocking probability with more number of available paths 

to reroute the affected traffic. 

 

2. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

This section explains the required mathematical notations and the proposed work in 

detail. 
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2.1 Notations 

 aa – Geographical Coverage Area of 
the network  

 NoS = Number of segments in the whole 
network 

 BONU = Backup ONU 

 NONU = Number of ONU 

 POPi = Initial Population 

 NG =  Number of generations 

 N(BONU) = New backup ONU 

 O(BONU) = Old backup ONU 

 davg =  Average Delay 

 dN(BONU) = Delay of new backup ONU 

 dO(BONU)  = Delay of old backup ONU 

 Ni = Segment i, where i = 1,2,3…..NoS 

 

 ONi = Number of ONUs in i segment 

 (oi,j) = ONU–j in i segment, where j = 
1,2,3….ONi                               

 Td(oi,j)  = Delay on (oi,j)    

 lwoi,j,oi,k = Minimum distance of wireless 
path from   oi,j  to oi,k      

 N rc

X
 - Normalized Residual Capacity 

of Segment Nx, X  (1,2,3……NoS) 

 BP – Blocking Probability 

 FN trf

x
 -  Indexing of failed segment 

traffic in Nx segment 

 Np-fail – Packets failed to reach at 
destination 

 NP – No. of packets in the network 

 

2.2 Assumptions 

The network is distributed in various segments according to the coverage area of ONU. 

A group of segments is called as a cluster. Every segment has an individual OLT and 

ONUs for managing its segment traffic. Various wireless routers scattered randomly in 

each segment. Primary ONUs were decided for each group of wireless routers within a 

segment. Backup ONU from each segment was selected according chosen method. we 

assume each Backup ONU and Backup Fibers with enough residual capacity to handle 

failed traffic. For the purpose of mathematical calculation of Blocking Probability, we 

assume each backup ONU with variable reliability index [11]. 

 

2.3 Proposed Algorithm 

The proposed work focusses on to provide optimum path to the affected traffic when a 

failure occur in the network. For all the protection schemes proposed so far in literature, 

it is well known that back up ONU selection is equally important along with the 

designing of routing paths. So, in the present work we first select backup ONU from 

each segment using Genetic algorithm (GA) and then apply star topology based 

architecture for providing cost efficient routing paths to the failed traffic.  
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Fig.2 Delay versus traffic demand 

 

(i) Backup ONU selection using genetic algorithm: To select a backup ONU in a 

segment using GA we first need to find the cost recovery function, which is based on 

minimizing delay. Delay is the function of distance from back up ONU to the remaining 

ONUs. It is given as  

  jid oT ,  =  


ONi

kji
kiji

w ool
,1

,,,      K=1,2,3,4……..ONi                  (1) 

  Objective-Minimize   Td (oi,j)       (2) 

 

It requires computation of distance of arbitrarily selected ONU with remaining ONUs. 

Then this process is repeated iteratively by varying the randomly selected ONU. The 

iteration in which minimum delay is found, corresponding ONU is selected as back up 

one. For large sized network having multiple segments, the computation complexity is 

high. To reduce the complexity and to achieve minimum recovery cost we use genetic 

algorithm and compare it with random method and simulated annealing (SA) for 

selecting backup ONU. Fig 2 compares the calculated delay using random, SA and GA 

schemes for different traffic. It is clear that GA exhibits minimum delay, which is 

considered for back up ONU selection for the proposed work.                                       

 

(ii) Backup Fiber Deployment 

In each segment a backup ONU is selected and each cluster has a master ONU which 

is located centrally in a cluster. All backup ONUs are connected to this master ONU, 

through fiber link. If an OLT level failure occurs in any segment, then the OLT of that 

failed segment diverts its traffic to the backup ONU of that segment. This backup ONU 
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will divert the entire segment traffic to the master ONU. Master ONU will calculate the 

residual capacities of all the remaining segments and divert the traffic of failed segment 

accordingly. All the backup ONUs are connected to master ONU in such a manner that 

they form a star network. For four and eight segments, proposed scheme is shown in 

fig 3 & 4 respectively. This scheme facilitates more reliable communication as 

compared to previously proposed schemes based on ring topology and mesh topology, 

which is shown in figs 5 and 6 for four segments. 

 

 
 

Fig.3 Proposed Star Topology based 

FiWi network including 4 segments 

 

 

Fig.4 Proposed Star Topology based FiWi 

network including 8 segments 

 

 

Fig. 5 Ring Topology Based Scheme 

[15] 

 

Fig.6 Mesh Topology Based Scheme [16] 

To compare the proposed approach with existing ones we take a cluster having four 

segments. In case of segment failure ring scheme provides two alternate paths while 

mesh and star schemes offer three alternate paths. Moreover mesh scheme require large 

length of back up fiber as compared to proposed scheme. Thus proposed scheme seems 

to be a good solution for protection in terms of extra alternate paths available and length 

of optical fiber. Furthermore as the number of segments in the network increases 

performance of the proposed scheme improves in terms of reliability and length of back 

up fiber. 
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3. SIMULATION RESULTS  

The proposed scheme is compared with ring and mesh schemes in terms of cost required 

and reliability offered. Reliability offered is shown in terms of blocking probability 

while cost required is the function of back up fiber length.  

3.1 Blocking Probability 

Blocking probability is defined as the ratio of number of packets fail to reach the 

destination to the total number of packets injected in the network [11]. It is given as: 

BP = Np-fail / NP                                                    

(3) 

To compute blocking probability, we consider that the neighboring segment can support 

failed traffic only if they have enough residual capacity as given in equation (3). 

 NFN rc
X

trf
x                                         

   (4) 

To evaluate the effectiveness of proposed scheme we compute and compare the 

blocking probability for ring, mesh and star schemes for different number of segments. 

Figs 7 & 8 show the blocking probability as a function of % of total traffic for three 

schemes for four and eight segments respectively.   

 

Fig.7 Comparison of blocking probability 

including 4 segments 

  

Fig.8 Comparison of blocking probability 

including 8 segments 

 

For four segments the blocking probability of ring network is highest and that of mesh 

and star network is same but less than ring network as shown in figure 7.  Similarly for 

eight segments the blocking probability of ring network is highest amongst three 

topologies and blocking probability of star topology is minimum as shown in figure 8. 

Hence we can say that star network is more reliable and survivable as we increase the 

number of segments in the network. 
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3.2 Total Length of Backup Fiber (TLBF): Backup fiber length is the total length of 

individual links through which back up ONUs are connected. Comparison of backup 

fiber length (TLBF) for ring, mesh and star topology based networks with different 

number of segments is done in figure 9. It is clear that star scheme requires minimum 

backup fiber length as compared to other two available schemes. As the number of 

segments increases the percentage gain in terms of reduction in back fiber length also 

increase. This brings cost efficiency in the network.  

 

 

Fig. 9 Comparison of TLBF for various segments 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

In proposed work we introduced a star base protection scheme to make network more 

survivable. We compare the proposed scheme with existing ones on the basis of TLBF 

and blocking probability. The proposed scheme provides reduced blocking probability, 

especially for more number of segments. Hence for the large sized networks multiple 

failures can be the handled in a better manner by the proposed scheme than the existing 

schemes. Also the proposed scheme offers less TLBF, than ring and mesh schemes. As 

the number of segments increases the percentage gain in terms of reduction in back 

fiber length also increase.  Hence for large sized networks the proposed work can be 

considered as most favorable solution for the next generation FiWi networks.    
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